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Measures used in prominent investigations include:






NPMI, PMI
cosine, Jaccard, Dice
UCI
UMass
WordNet-based
Mixed results +
New Measures in 2015: Palmetto


C_v best against human ratings

16 measures: 10 WN+ 6 Palmetto


Topic Model:

LDA + GloVe



Corpus:



Results are given as means of the 12 samples

12 random samples from
Wikipedia, 3 sizes

Results: C_v is different

Human ratings

Conclusions






The method used here is based on large
data, is consistent and statistically tested
WordNet-based and Palmetto-measures differ
Large samples, different sizes + statistical
testing → sample size to produce statistically
significant results : 8000 documents / 2 million words
Optimal number of topics k>100, except C_v

Further work


Have a closer look at the human ratings studies and investigate why different data sets differ so much in respect of these 16 measures studied
here



Anonymous reviewer's suggestion:Try to find out what could explain the
differences and similarities of the measures



Data and R-code used in this study are available here.
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Hello everybody!
This presentation is about measures, which are used in topic modeling.
Why topic modeling?
Because it has many applications in connection with the natural language
processing: like information retrieval, classification, content analysis, data
mining, sentiment analysis, social media analysis, word sense induction.
There are more and more large volumes of data/text, and one of the methods to
analyze them is topic modeling.
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This presentation is about measures, which are used in topic modeling.
Why topic modeling?
Because it has many applications in connection with natural language processing: like information retrieval, classification, content analysis, data mining, sentiment analysis, social media analysis, word sense induction.
There are more and more large volume of data/text, and one of the methods to
analyze them is topic modeling.
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An output from a Topic model is typically sets of 5 or 10 or 15 words. We use
10 words.
An important parameter is the number of topics, k. This example has 6 topics.
And to measure how well a model works we use measures of the coherence of
these topics.
The more similar or related the topic words are, the more coherent a topic is.

Measures used in prominent investigations include:






NPMI, PMI
cosine, Jaccard, Dice
UCI
UMass
WordNet-based
Mixed results +
New Measures in 2015: Palmetto


C_v best against human ratings

There are many measures, which can be seen in the literature of the field.
One reason to do this investigation was the mixed results obtained in different
studies.
Also there was recently introduced a new set of measures, which was especially
designed to measure the topic coherence.
16 semantic coherence measures were selected to this study.
10 WordNet-based measures and 6 Palmetto measures.
One detail we follow throughout this presentation is the Palmetto measure C_v,
which has gained the highest human ratings of coherence in the evaluations done
by the designers of the Palmetto measures.

16 measures: 10 WN+ 6 Palmetto


Topic Model:

LDA + GloVe



Corpus:



Results are given as means of the 12 samples

12 random samples from
Wikipedia, 3 sizes

Our experimental set up was:
Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) improved by Global Vectors.
Corpus was Wikipedia, from where 12 random samples was extracted, and
samples had 3 different sizes
Results are given as averages of the 12 sample.

Results: C_v is different

Many of the measures reach their maximum around k =100 and even at higher
k.
A notable exception is C_v, which has maximum close to k=40.
We note that measures Path and LCh behave very similarly, as is theoretically
expected.

Because maximum values of a measure is often very close to the highest and
the second highest local maxima, we list here the k-values of the 3 highest values of each measure in 12 corpora.
Colored cases indicate that there are no coincidences of k with any other measure (yellow for WordNet-based measures and green for Palmetto measures),
and k-values are underlined when coincidences between the measure types occur.
We note again the similarity of LCh and Path telling about consistency of our
method.
C_v and vec_p have less coincidences with any other measures.
Data and R-code to produce the table: https://www.pp.ouluresearch.fi

Data and R-code to produce the correlations and the tests of statistical significance: https://www.pp.ouluresearch.fi
There are only few statistically significant correlation between WordNet- and
Palmetto-measures. We note also that C_v does not correlate with any other
measure.
Relatively high correlation of number of topics k and some of the measures is
an unexpected result.

Human ratings

C_v does not show very high correlations with any of the human ratings data
sets studied here.
Again LCh and Path behave vary similarly.
Further studies why different data sets give so different results needs to be
studied further.

Conclusions






The method used here is based on large
data, is consistent and statistically tested
WordNet-based and Palmetto-measures differ
Large samples, different sizes + statistical
testing → sample size to produce statistically
significant results : 8000 documents / 2 million words
Optimal number of topics k>100, except C_v
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here
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